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Abstract: 

In this work, we focused on the role of the nucleolus in the cell. We explored its structure, 

nucleolar stress induction, and its effects. Furthermore, we have explored molecular 

pathogenesis of Diamond-Blackfan anemia (DBA), which is congenital anemia originating in 

ribosomal proteins aberration, and it is usually treated by glucocorticosteroids.      

The first aspect of this study was to estimate the impact of oxaliplatin (L-OHP) and RPS7 

mutation on the structure of nucleoli. We revealed that nucleoli structure is an essential factor 

in ribosomal stress and can be used for its evaluation.  Next, we focused on the role of nucleoli 

structure protein BYSL (encoded by Bystin gene) in the DBA phenotype. We employed 

biochemical, molecular biology and in silico modelling methods and observed the details of 

BYSL behaviour and interaction with the other proteins and investigated bystin targeting by 

small molecules. In summary, we have identified bystin as the first disease-modifying gene in 

DBA. Mutation of bystin gene improves DBA phenotype and thus it is interesting molecular 

target. Furthermore, we determined that bystin improves DBA pathology through c-Myc 

regulation via direct interaction. We also proved that bystin is targeted by routinely used 

glucocorticosteroid therapy in DBA. This finding may lead to development of novel class of 

DBA therapies in future.  

Abstrakt: 

V této práci jsme se zaměřili na roli jadérka v buňce. Zkoumali jsme jeho strukturu, indukci 

nukleárního stresu a jeho účinky. Dále jsme se zabývali DBA, což je vrozená anémie mající 

původ v aberacích ribozomálních proteinů a jejíž léčba je většinou založena na 

kortikosteroidech.  

Prvním aspektem této studie bylo popsání vlivu L-OHP a mutace v RPS7 proteinu na strukturu 

jadérek. Zjistili jsme, že struktura jadérek je důležitým faktorem ribozomálního stresu a může 

být použita pro jeho hodnocení. Dále jsme se zaměřili na roli strukturního proteinu jadérka 

BYSL (kódovaným genem Bystin) na fenotyp DBA. Identifikovali jsme bystin jako první možný 

gen modifikující onemocnění DBA. Dále jsme zjistili, že bystin řídí patologii DBA 

prostřednictvím regulace c-Mycu skrze přímou interakci. Dále jsme prokázali, že bystin je 

molekulárním cílem terapie DBA glukokortikoidy.  Toto zjištění může vést k vývoji nové terapie 

pro DBA pacienty bez závažných vedlejších účinků glukokortikoidů.   
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Nucleolus 

The nucleolus is the largest membrane-free structure in the nucleus. Initially, it was thought 

that the nucleolus is mainly the space, where ribosome biogenesis occurs, but the increasing 

evidence points to the nucleolus as the main component in various cellular processes.  

Although control of ribosome production seems to be the most important because this step 

regulates overall cellular protein production, which is mandatory for cell growth and 

proliferation [1], other roles of nucleolus have come into the spotlight recently. Among others, 

the nucleolus plays an important part in metabolic maintenance, oncogene regulation, and 

cell cycle progression [2]. Furthermore, its emerging role in cellular stress detection and 

response is undeniable [3].   

1.1.1 Nucleolar structure 

The nucleolus is mainly composed of  structural proteins and factors required for ribosomal 

RNA (rRNA) maturation and ribosomes production [4].  

The nucleolus is organized around so-called NORs (nucleolus organizer region). NORs can be 

found on short arms of acentric chromosomes, specifically chromosomes 13, 14, 15, 21, and 

22. Each NOR contains a highly repetitive DNA sequence encoding rRNA [5]. Three out of four 

mammalian rRNA are expressed in NORs by RNA polymerase I as one 47S RNA precursor, 

which needs to be cleaved to 18S, 5.8S, and 28S rRNA [6], while fourth rRNA – 5S rRNA is 

expressed in the nucleolus by RNA polymerase III [7].  

We can distinguish three structural features of the nucleolus. At the nucleolar centre, there 

are round fibrillar centres (FC), each FC is tightly surrounded by a dense fibrillary centre (DFC), 

and both FC and DFC are enveloped by granular components (Gc) (Fig.1) [2]. The structures of 

the nucleolus reflects ribosome biogenesis. At FC, there are DNA encoding rRNAs and 

elements necessary for DNA transcription, mainly RNA polymerase I, DNA topoisomerases, 

upstream binding factors, and other components of transcriptional machinery [8]. The 

ribosomal RNA transcription occurs on FC/DFC borders in the form of 47S rRNA, and rRNA is 

further processed in DFC. Therefore, DFC contains mostly factors necessary for rRNA 

modification, specifically fibrillarin, which is the main element of small ribonucleoprotein 

particles involved in rRNA primary modifications (snoRNA) [9]. GC occupy the largest area of 
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the nucleolus. In the GC area, rRNA is maturated and interacts with ribosomal proteins and 

other factors to assemble almost mature ribosomes [10]. 

Figure 1: Nucleolus structure: A) nucleoli structure scheme (adopted from [2]), B) structure of nucleolus in 

electron microscope (adopted from [11]).  

 

Furthermore, nucleoli structure is not rigid, and its size and structure reflect proliferative and 

metabolic state of the cell. More specifically, cells that require swift protein production for 

their rapid proliferation, like embryonic or cancer cells, produce a higher amount of rRNA and 

ribosomes, and therefore, overall nucleoli size is increased. In contrast, old or senescent cells 

reduce their ribosome requirement, thus decreasing their nucleolar size and metabolic activity 

[2].  Moreover, nucleoli size can also be affected by physiological changes or congenital 

disorders [3].  

1.1.2 Nucleolus function 

Ribosomes are multi-molecular complexes responsible for translation of the DNA code into 

functional proteins. The main function of the nucleolus is ribosomes production. The 

ribosomes translate mRNA to proteins and play an irreplaceable role in all living cells. In recent 

years, it has become clear that the nucleolus also plays a unique role in multiple cellular 

processes – from mitosis regulation to stress response and uncoupling of ribosomal function 

from other cellular processes may lead to multiple human pathologies.  

1.1.2.1 Ribosome production 

Ribosome biogenesis is a complex and highly coordinated process in which many proteins and 

other factors participate. Every human ribosome (the 80S) composes of two subunits – a small 

ribosomal subunit (40S) and a large ribosomal subunit (60S). Each subunit contains rRNA), 

which creates ribosome backbone and appropriate space for ribosomal protein annealing on 
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given rRNA. The large subunit consists of three rRNA (5S,28S, and 5,8S) and 46 RPs, whereas 

the small subunit contains only one rRNA (18S) and 33 RPs [12].  

Ribosome biogenesis begins by transcription of 47S rRNA by DNA polymerase I. This transcript 

contains rRNA for both large and small ribosome subunits divided by internal transcribed 

spacers ITS1 and ITS2 and flanking regions EST1 and ETS2. During biogenesis, rRNA is folded 

around ribosomal proteins, cut (Fig. 2) and modified by many factors to assemble 90S pre-

ribosome within the early biogenesis process. Cleavage of ITS1 between sequences of pre-18S 

and 5.8S rRNA leads to decay of 90S ribosome into two parts, pre-40S and the pre-60S 

ribosome. 

At this stage, the 40S ribosome is almost completed. Just minor adjustments like 18S rRNA 

cleavage or beak formation are further required to achieve a full maturation state. However, 

the development of the 60S ribosome requires a wide range of further modifications before 

it matures. The most important is the connection of the pre-60S ribosome with the 5S 

ribonucleoprotein (5S RNP). Unlike other rRNAs, 5S rRNA is transcribed in the nucleolus by 

polymerase III. Subsequently, it is associated with RPL11 and RPL5 ribosomal proteins and 

forms 5SRNP. This complex functions as the main stress sensor, if not incorporated into the 

ribosome. After 5SRNP incorporation to pre-60S ribosome, mature 60S ribosome is 

translocated to the cytoplasm. 

 

Figure. 2: Scheme of rRNA processing 
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1.1.2.2 The additional functions of the nucleolus 

Ribosome production is an undeniable primary function of the nucleolus. Nevertheless, 

around 70% of proteins found in nucleolus do not participate in ribosome biogenesis [13]. 

Increasing evidence suggests nucleolus a key organell determining the cell fate. It was shown 

that the nucleolus regulates mitosis, cell cycle, or cellular metabolism. Although these roles of 

the nucleolus are important, they were not the main aim of this work, and comprehensive 

literature about extraribosomal functions of nucleoli can be found elsewhere [14-16]. The only 

function of the ribosome, which we have investigated more closely, was the nucleolus’s role 

during cellular stress.   

1.2 Ribosomal stress 

Ribosomal biogenesis is essential for cell survival and proliferation. Not surprisingly, this 

process is energetically demanding and may consume substantial proportion of cellular energy 

reservoir. Correct ribosome assembly and function are strictly controlled, and any disruption 

in this orchestrated process can lead to so-called ribosomal and/or nucleolar stress.  

1.2.1 Ribosomal stress induction 

External or internal cellular conditions can induce ribosomal stress, which arises in fact from 

ribosome biogenesis impairment. This impairment can happen on several levels. More 

specifically, the ribosomal stress pathway is activated if aberration in the following processes 

occurs: rRNA transcription, rRNA maturation, and pre-ribosomal assembly. Furthermore, 

ribosomal stress can also be induced extrinsically by various nonspecific insults like UV light, 

hypoxia, heat shock, nucleotide depletion, and various chemotherapeutic agents [17]. 

Comprehensive reviews on this topic can be found elsewhere [3, 18, 19]. In this dissertation 

thesis, we will focus on impairment in pre-ribosomal assembly, usually caused by RP-rRNA 

imbalance. A typical example of such pathology is Diamon Blackfan anemia caused by an 

aberration, usually mutation, in RPs.   

The degree of nucleolus damage can be naturally detected in nucleolar structure (Fig. 3). 

Depending on the stress inducer, we can distinguish two main types of nucleolar morphology 

aberration:  nucleolar segregation vs nucleolar disruption. 

Nucleolar segregation is usually characterized as the condensation and subsequent separation 

of the FC and Gc, together with the formation of nucleolar caps [20]. Nucleolar segregation is 
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caused by rDNA damage or impairment of rRNA transcription and can be caused by 

chemotherapy, typically actinomycin D, targeting rRNA transcription and/or early steps of RNA 

processing [21]. 

Nucleolar disruption can accompany nucleolar segregation, which means nucleolar proteins 

are released to the nucleoplasm. Nucleolar disruption results in homologous staining of the 

nucleus with nucleolar protein antibodies. Furthermore, different proteins behave differently 

during ribosomal stress. For example, fibrillarin forms nucleolar cups after actinomycin D 

treatment, while nucleophosmin is released to the nucleoplasm [22].  

Interestingly, some insults can have only a minor impact on the nucleolar structure. Typically, 

the aberration of ribosomal protein leads to the accumulation of rRNA in the nucleolus and 

only a slight change in nucleolar morphology [23]. Nevertheless, any aberration in nucleolar 

structure impacts cellular well-being and the ability to generate fully-functional maturated 

ribosomes.  

 

Figure. 3: Nucleoli structure: Malformation in nucleoli structure after various stimuli (adopted from [3]) 

1.2.2 p53 dependent ribosomal stress  

The tumor suppressor p53 plays a key role in numerous stress signal pathways. Depending on 

stimuli, p53 activation determines cells to different fates – from cell cycle arrest to apoptosis. 

The key regulator of the p53 level is ubiquitin ligase MDM2. In the normal state, MDM2 binds 

to p53 and marks it for degradation by the proteasome. Various proteins can bind to MDM2 

under stress conditions and modify its binding capacity to p53. 

RPs are one class of MDM2 interacting proteins. The first MDM2 interacting RP reported was 

RPL5 [24], followed by many others. Over the years, an increasing amount of evidence 
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suggested that the main players in the ribosomal stress-dependent activation of p53 are RPL5 

and RPL11 [25] (Fig. 4).  

 

Figure. 4: Scheme of p53 activation during ribosomal stress.  
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The reason is obvious, the RPs are released from the nucleolus upon its disruption and can 

activate various stress response pathways. Fortunately, majority of free RPs are rapidly 

degraded via the ubiquitin-proteasome system and this mechanism is largely supressing their 

stress inducing capacity [26]. However, unlike other RPs, RPL5 and RPL11 form a stable 

complex with 5S rRNA – 5S ribonucleoprotein (5S RNP), which protects them from degradation 

and allows them to execute ribosomal stress sensor functions [25]. Moreover, 5S RNP binding 

to ribosome and MDM2 is mutually exclusive [27]. This highlights 5S RNP's role in ribosomal 

stress signalling. Extensive study by Nicolas et al. [23] showed that although numerous RPs 

bind to MDM2, only a small portion can activate p53. Furthermore, none of the p53 activating 

RPs can activate p53 upon simultaneous depletion of RPL5 or RPL11. This finding further 

supports the irreplaceable role of these two ribosomal proteins in p53 stabilization when 

translation machinery is altered.  

Apart from p53-mediated ribosomal stress, nucleolus can respond to stress also by p53-

independent pathways. Some of these mechanisms will be discussed later. More detailed 

description of p53-independent ribosomal stress induction can also be found elsewhere [28]. 

1.3 RP functions beyond building ribosomes  

RPs are the main structural components of ribosomes and create a significant part of nucleolus 

content. Most RPs are rapidly degraded if not incorporated in the ribosome, but some have 

additional roles. Herein we summarise some of the most important roles of free RPs, except 

for p53 activation described above.   

1.3.1 Oncogene regulation 

Oncoprotein c-Myc is a crucial transcriptional factor promoting cell survival and proliferation 

[29]. c-Myc induces transcription of almost all components of translational machinery. It is 

involved in the translation of ribosomal proteins, proteins participating in rRNA synthesis, 

and some translational factors [30]. The Main RP regulators of c-Myc activity are RPL5, 

RPL11, and RPS14 [31, 32] (Fig. 5). All three interact with c-Myc mRNA and recruit the RISC 

complex, which is responsible for miRNA-mediated mRNA decay. Through this mechanism, 

free RPs prevent uncontrolled cell proliferation and cell cycle progression in a p53-

independent manner. Moreover, RPL11 and RPS14 can inhibit c-Myc transcriptional activity 
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via direct interaction. Both proteins bind to c-Myc protein and block the motive essential for 

c-Myc coactivator TRRAP binding, which is necessary for c-Myc and DNA interaction [32]. All 

these findings were also validated in mouse models. RPL11 deficient mice lost p53-

dependent responses to ribosomal stress and exhibited increased c-Myc protein expression, 

which promoted lymphomagenesis [33].  

Apart from c-Myc, RPs are also involved in NF-kB signalling. RPS3 was identified as a 

component of the NF-kB complex required for its enhanced DNA binding [34]. Knockdown of 

RPS3 resulted in decreased NF-kB activity. RPS27 is another modulator of NF-kB activity. Its 

repression inhibited NF-kB function, suppressed cell migration and invasion and promoted 

apoptosis [35]. On the other hand, the knockdown of RPL22 stimulated NF-kB and accelerated 

transformation [36].  

Transcriptional factor E2F can act both as an oncogene and tumor suppressor. Association 

with MDM2 stabilizes E2F. As mentioned above, during ribosomal stress free RPL11 binds to 

MDM2 and induces p53 activation. Apart from that, RPL11-MDM2 interaction competes with  

MDM2-E2F association and thus determines its kinetics of proteasomal degradation [37]. 

Decreased level of E2F results in G1 cell cycle arrest. 
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Figure 5: Activation of c-Myc upon RPL15/RPL11 aberration. 
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1.3.2 Tumor suppressor regulation 

PIM1 is a constitutively active serotonin/threonine-protein kinase regulating survival, cell 

cycle, and proliferation, especially in hematopoietic cells. PIM1 is stabilized by interaction with 

RPS19 and binding to ribosomes [38]. Lack of available ribosomes results in decreased PIM1, 

consequently PIM1 dependent stabilization of CDK inhibitor p27, and G1 cell cycle arrest. 

Moreover, PIM1 also induces the increased activity of c-Myc by its phosphorylation. 

Decreased PIM1 reduce the activity of c-Myc and cellular proliferation [39].  

p21 is a well-known p53-dependent cell cycle inhibitor.  Apart from p53, the expression of p21 

can be regulated by the RPL3-NMP-Sp1 complex [40]. RPL3 released from nucleolus or 

damaged ribosome initiates the formation of this complex and induces p53-independent 

expression of p21. 

1.3.3 RP in cancer 

RPs can act both as tumor suppressors and as oncogenes. RPs impairment is common in 

multiple types of cancer [41]. Common characteristics of cancers are rapid proliferation and 

relative resistance to cell-death mechanisms. Cancer cells need a tremendous amount of 

newly synthesized proteins for this purpose. This is consistent with the increased expression 

of many RPs in cancers. A complete overview of the upregulation of RP in cancers can be found 

elsewhere [42, 43].   

Surprisingly, mutations and deletions of RPs have also been detected in several cancers. 

Notably, some deletions are identical to DBA patients [41]. Interestingly, cancer cells are 

willing to jeopardize effective translation to activate c-Myc signalling and deregulate 5SRNP 

dependent activation of p53 to escape several cancer checkpoints controls.  

1.3.4 RPs tissue-specific functions, specialized ribosomes 

Cells live in changing environments; therefore, they need to adapt rapid to internal and 

external conditions.  Over the years, several mechanisms were described to regulate 

adaptation process - from DNA methylation through splicing and expression pattern changes 

to miRNA silencing. Recent studies suggest yet another mechanism involving the structure of 

ribosomes [44]. It seems that cells can create different types of ribosomes as a response to 

stress conditions.   
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Evidence has been given that specific RPs are responsible for translating a specific set of 

RNAs.  For example, depletion of RPL38 results in skeletal development malformations [45]. 

Interestingly, RPL38 deficient mice did not manifest any other abnormalities apart from 

defects in the skeleton. The altered translation of Hox genes explained this defect. Similarly, 

deregulation of RPSA results in missing spleen in humans, but no other phenotype has been 

observed [46]. Furthermore, the absence of RPL22 and its homolog RPL22L is not lethal for 

cells or animals [47]. It was also shown that the depletion of these genes causes distinct 

phenotypes. Depletion of RPL22 results in T-cells development deficiency, while depletion of 

RPL22L leads to HSCs maturation impairment. Those results show that RPs homologs may 

have a distinct role in selecting translated mRNAs [47].     

Surprisingly, yeast can create different ribosomes based on external conditions [48]. They 

showed that yeast in high-salt or high-pH environments creates ribosomes lacking RPS26 [48]. 

This type of ribosome preferably expresses mRNA with a mutation in their Kozak sequence, 

which usually encodes genes for stress response proteins. Unexpectedly, ribosomes lacking 

RPS26 are not the result of RPS26 down-regulation but RPS26 exclusion from mature 

ribosomes [48].      

1.4 Ribosomal protein aberration in molecular pathology of diseases 

Protein production is a fundamental process in cells. For this purpose, cells contain large and 

abundant quantity of ribosomes. Each ribosome consists of four rRNA and around 82 

ribosomal proteins (RPs). Mature ribosomes require all components for proper function, and 

defects in rRNA or ribosomal protein(s) usually lead to instability and rapid ribosome 

degradation. Germinal defects in ribosome structure manifest as variety of phenotypes linked 

to individual ribosomopathy diseases. Interestingly, many congenital ribosomal protein 

aberrations are compatible with survival, one possible explanation is lethal mutations are 

eliminated in early embryonal development. 

The most significant number of defective ribosomal proteins was associated with Diamond 

Blackfan anemia (DBA). DBA is usually diagnosed early after birth as severe macrocytic or 

normocytic anemia with reticulocytopenia, normal platelet and neutrophil counts, and 

deficiency of red blood cell precursors in bone marrow [49]. In approximately 35-50% of cases 

are, these symptoms accompanied by physical malformation, mainly of the craniofacial 
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region, upper limbs, and growth retardation [50]. Another clinical manifestation is the 

increased level of adenosine deaminase [51]. 

The first gene linked to DBA was RPS19 [52], and variants in RPS19 account for 25% of DBA 

cases [53]. Over the years, the number of RP genes associated with DBA has escalated, and to 

date, mutations in 16 RP genes of both large and small ribosomal subunits have been 

described [54]. Due to the rapid development of sequencing techniques, this number is 

expected to increase. But still, in up to 20-50% of cases, molecular disease pathology is 

unknown.     

DBA phenotype is mainly attributed to RP haploinsufficiency, but several dominant-negative 

models of RP mutation have also been reported. RPS19 is the most extensively studied protein 

as a cause of DBA pathology. Interestingly, although none of the RPS19 mutated forms showed 

stability comparable with WT, there have been described two classes of point mutations in 

RPS19 – one induces protein instability and nucleus localization, and the other has a minor 

impact on stability and shows predominant nucleolus localization [55]. Notably, interactome 

analysis of R62W and R101H RPS19 mutants showed distinct binding capacities for numerous 

partner proteins. For example, both mutants but not WT have high binding capacity for BYSL 

[56]. The dominant-negative effect of several point mutations has been described on DBA 

animals’ models.  Introduction of mutated RPS19 mRNA to WT zebrafish background resulted 

in phenotype similar RPS19 depletion [57]. Furthermore, the introduction of mutated RPS19 

mRNA to RPS19 depleted zebrafish background resulted in increased severity of phenotype 

[58]. Knock-in mice with RPS19 R62W also manifested developmental defects and harmed 

rRNA processing and erythropoiesis. All these studies indicate the dominant-negative effect 

of RPS19 mutants if located in selected domains of the protein [59]. 

Another interesting feature of DBA is incomplete penetrance and variable expressivity [60]. 

Commonly, family members sharing the same mutation manifest different severity of 

phenotype [61]. These observations point toward an important role of disease-modifying 

genes. However, until now, no such gene has been described.   

To the same ribosome family, the biogenesis defect also belongs to the 5q- syndrome (5q-). 

5q- originate in partial loss of the small arm of chromosome 5. The cause of the disease was 

traced to the depletion of RPS14 in the knock-down study [62]. Although 5q- is classified as a 
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separate disease, it shares a standard feature with DBA, reflecting a similar phenotype 

mechanism [63].   

Another interesting example of RP imbalance disease is isolated congenital asplenia (ICA). 

Mutations in RPSA were recognized as a cause of ICA in genetic population studies [64]. Unlike 

DBA and 5q- MDS, the ICA does not present as anemia [63]. Patients diagnosed with ICA are 

born without a spleen, which puts them in danger of life threating infection, but they do not 

present any additional malformations. 

Apart from RP disbalance, ribosomopathies can be also caused by other genetic alterations. A 

comprehensive review on this topic can be found elsewhere [63]. 

1.4.1 Possible causes of erythropoiesis failure in ribosomopathies 
Since mutation in RPS19 has been pointed out as the cause of DBA, the link among ribosomal 

protein aberrations and anemia has been elusive. Our understanding of molecular 

mechanisms behind this phenomenon has been increasing over time, but the underlying 

mechanisms are still not fully understood. Here, we present possible mechanisms of how 

defective RPs may lead to specific blood phenotypes. 

1.4.1.1 Uncoupling of transcription and translation 

 The common feature of ribosomopathies is decreased availability of ribosomes and, 

therefore, a decreased translational activity [65]. Diminished number of ribosomes can lead 

to an imbalance in between mRNA, which is supposed to be translated, and mRNA, which is 

being translated [66]. Indeed, it has been shown that the depletion of RPL11 or RPS19 causes 

a decrease in the translation of IRES-mediated transcripts compared to cap-dependent ones 

[66]. More specifically, the expression of several genes essential for erythropoiesis are driven 

by IRES. For example, Bag1 is crucial for red blood cell maturation. Bag1 knockdown mice die 

at E13.5 from absence of erythropoiesis [67]. Bag1 shows increased mRNA levels in RP 

deficient cells but decreased protein levels [66]. Furthermore, a similar trend was observed 

for the hemoglobin gene, its mRNA was 50-fold upregulated in RP depleted zebrafish, but 

protein level was significantly downregulated, while there was no change in mRNA to protein 

ratio in the neutrophil-specific gene [58].  

On the other side, some transcripts are preferably translated. It seems that transcripts 

containing 5-terminal oligopyrimidine tract sequence in their 5′ UTR are more likely to enter 
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the ribosome successfully. The group of these mRNA, among others, accounts for ribosomal 

proteins and genes under transcriptional control of mTOR [66].  

GATA1, the specific erythropoiesis master regulator, is affected in DBA [68]. GATA1 is 

expressed during the last steps of erythrocyte development. It triggers haemoglobin 

transcription, eliminates organelles during erythroid differentiation, and induces other 

erythropoiesis-related genes [69]. Its mRNA level is slightly increased or similar in RP-depleted 

cells or DBA patients compared to controls, but protein levels are downregulated [69]. The 

origin of this phenomenon is controlled by the 5ʼ UTR region [69]. GATA1 protein level was 

restored when this region was substituted, and overall erythroid differentiation was improved 

[69].   

It has been hypothesised that DBA anemia is due to GATA1 translation inhibition [68]. GATA1 

is expressed when committed cells are in the CFU-E red blood cell development [70]. 

Downregulation of GATA1 protein, at this stage, leads to apoptosis [71] which is consistent 

with the DBA phenotype. Furthermore, if RBC precursors escape apoptosis at the CFU-E stage, 

GATA1 decreased signalling may lead to impaired cell responses in the following RBC 

developmental stages. Mutations in the GATA1 gene have been described in several DBA-like 

patients [72, 73]. However, in patients with impaired erythropoiesis similar to DBA, other 

typical features like physical malformations are missing [72, 73]. Furthermore, arsenic induced 

disruption of GATA1 also lead to DBA-like erythropoiesis disruption [74]. 

Nevertheless, recent findings suggest that erythropoiesis failure in DBA is more complicated 

than originally thought. More specifically, it seems that GATA1 impairment plays a key role in 

DBA phenotype, but only in RPS, not RPL-related disorders [75]. Furthermore, defects in small 

ribosomal subunits seem to significantly influence mRNA selected for translation more than 

those in large subunits [76]. Ribosome profiling combined with whole proteome and 

comprehensive transcriptome analysis can provide a deeper understanding of this 

phenomenon in future.  

1.4.1.2 Metabolic changes 

Erythrocytes differ from other cell types in many features. One, except for the early stages, is 

the absence of mitochondria and, therefore, the absence of aerobic respiration. Hence, 

erythrocyte energy metabolism relies mainly on glycolysis. Increased p53 and cellular stress 
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induce the expression of genes involved in aerobic respiration to increase available ATP. It 

suppresses the expression of genes involved in glycolysis [77]. This approach can be helpful in 

many types of cells, but in the case of erythrocytes, it results in further depletion of the ATP 

reservoir.  

Reduced ATP cell content and elevated blood glucose levels have been also observed in DBA 

animal models [78]. This phenomenon is known from the initial state of diabetes II and 

suggests impaired insulin signalling in DBA. Moreover, insulin signalling is particularly 

important in erythrocyte development and its impairment reduces proliferation of red blood 

cell precursors [78]. 

Furthermore, autophagy is crucial in RBC development [79]. In erythrocyte differentiation, 

cells must discard almost all cellular structures from mitochondria to the nucleus. The nucleus 

is removed through the enucleation step, and the other organelles are removed mostly via 

autophagy [80]. Autophagy is mediated by GATA1 [81] and mTOR [82] induced of autophagy 

proteins transcription. Noteworthy, mTOR and/or autophagy aberrations lead to macrocytic 

anemia [83], consistent with the DBA phenotype [84]. 

mTOR kinase has a dual role in RBC development [85]. Its activity is necessary for proper BFU-

E and CFU-E proliferation in the primary steps of RBC development. But in advance steps of 

erythropoiesis, it needs to be silenced for autophagy induction. The mTOR is frequently 

activated in DBA cells [86]. Activated mTOR in DBA probably facilitates the increased 

proliferation of BFU-E and CFU-E and translation status improvement via RPS6 

phosphorylation [87]. 

Furthermore, L-leucine, an inductor of mTOR activation, is used as a DBA treatment [88, 89].  

It can be assumed that induction of mTOR is beneficial for DBA cells, especially during RBC 

development until the CFU-E stage. On the other hand, high catalytic activity of mTOR during 

later steps of erythroid differentiation may lead to autophagy failure followed by aberrant 

terminal maturation to erythrocytes. We can speculate that this is the cause in DBA associated 

erythroid differentiation defect, because DBA derived erythroid progenitors treated with 

mTOR inhibitor rapamycin showed increase of late erythroid cells [90]. 

In DBA cells, autophagy is increased despite mTOR activation [86]. Autophagy in DBA cells 

seems to be induced by ROS [91], hypoxia [92], or some mTOR-independent pathways [93]. 
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However, mTOR-independent autophagy may not be sufficient for proper RBC development 

[94]. Therefore, autophagy induction remains as a potential treatment for DBA [90]. 

1.4.1.3 Defective c-Myc signaling 

Enucleation is a critical step in erythropoiesis; the cells lose the nucleus to generate 

reticulocytes. Inhibition of the process may explain reticulocytopenia in DBA patients [95]. 

Before enucleation, nucleolus must be condensed and histones deacetylated.  

Transcriptional factor c-Myc is known to promote proliferation, and therefore one can 

speculate that genome-wide histone modification by c-Myc plays a role in several cell 

transduction pathways [96]. Interestingly, GATA1 silences c-Myc expression in RBC precursors 

[37], highlighting the importance of c-Myc during erythropoiesis. A slight increase in c-Myc 

levels may complicate enucleation and reticulocyte development by impairing histone 

deacetylases activity [96]. Activated c-Myc also induces proerythroblast apoptosis during RBC 

development [96].  

c-Myc is deregulated in DBA in multiple ways. Downregulated GATA1 is probably the central 

axis of upregulation of c-Myc in all DBA erythroid cells. Some RPs affected in DBA regulate c-

Myc independently; RPL11 and RPL5 are the best known examples. Both RPs actively induce 

ribosomal stress [25] and c-Myc regulation [31]; on both mRNA and protein levels [33]. The 

impairment of these RPs has been associated with the more severe DBA phenotype [97]. c-

Myc driven lymphomagenesis was also observed in the DBA mice model [33]. Interestingly, 

similar or identical mutations of those RPs, reported in DBA are also detected in some cancers 

[98, 99], deactivating p53 and activating c-Myc signalling. 

As was mentioned above, a high level of c-Myc is critical for the proliferation of bone marrow 

stem cells. Reduction of c-Myc expression by RPS19 deficiency can lead to decreased 

proliferation of erythroid stem cells. Furthermore, disruption of RPS19 leads to c-Myc 

downregulation through the PIM1 signalling pathway and upregulation of miR-34 known to 

regulate p53 levels. 

The common feature of RP disbalance is decreased GATA1 translation. Apart from the primary 

function as transcriptional activator during erythropoiesis, GATA1 also acts as a transcriptional 

repressor. It was demonstrated that GATA1 binds directly to c-Myc promotor and blocks its 

transcription, thus decreasing c-Myc protein level and allowing condensation and enucleation 
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of the nucleolus. RP defect can therefore lead to aberrant negative c-Myc back-loop control 

and apoptosis of erythroblasts and markedly decreased count of reticulocytes, which is a 

typical DBA phenotype.  

1.4.1.4 Iron metabolism 

For a long time it has been hypothesized that the erythropoiesis phenotype can be in both 

DBA, and 5q- syndrome accounted for delayed globin synthesis and iron accumulation. 

Indeed, a recent study showed that early proerythroblast is particularly vulnerable because, 

at this stage, heme synthesis increases while globin expression is still low. Furthermore, 

defective erythropoiesis in DBA cells prolongs the window to heme and globin equilibrium. 

Thus, heme accumulates in RP deficient cells, which leads to increased ROS production. It has 

been shown that cells capable of reducing heme content in the cytoplasm are more likely to 

reach erythrocyte maturity.  

There are to main pathways to decrease heme content in RB deficient cells. ALAS2 mediates 

the first step in heme synthesis. DBA cells expectedly display downregulation of ALAS2 mRNA 

expression, which helps to deal with heme overload. On the contrary, RP haploinsufficient 

cells upregulate the expression of heme exporter FLVCR1. Notably, due to aberrant splicing 

machinery, FLVCR1 mRNA undergoes alternative splicing resulting in a non-functional isoform. 

Thus, although cells are trying to export heme, their energy investment to FLVCR1 expression 

is frequently misplaced.  

Hepcidin prevents cellular iron export and increases the iron content. Interestingly, increased 

hepcidin level is associated with transfusion dependency in DBA. All this finding highlights 

heme toxicity in DBA erythroid precursors.  

Excess iron can also trigger apoptosis and a newly discovered type of cell death – ferroptosis. 

A detailed description of ferroptosis can be found elsewhere [100].  Briefly, ferroptosis is non-

apoptotic iron-dependent cell death. Under normal circumstances, the SLC7A11 transporter 

mediates cysteine uptake and cellular glutamate efflux. Imported cysteine is a further process 

for glutathion (GSH). Glutathione peroxidase GPX4 uses GSH to repair ROS-induced lipid 

peroxidation. However, if ROS activation reaches a critical level, and the cell is incapable of 

appropriate repair due to insufficient cysteine influx or small-molecule inhibition of critical 

pathways and undergoes ferroptosis (Fig.6). 
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Figure.6: Scheme of ferroptosis activation in DBA cells. 

Further evidence for crucial role of iron in cell homeostasis brought the discovery that heme 

iron binds directly to p53 and initiates its degradation without involvement of MDM2. 

Moreover, p53 is a transcriptional repressor of SLC7A11. Therefore, increased stress stimuli 

and in turn p53 activation sensitize cells to ferroptosis, which can be prevented by heme-

mediated p53 degradation and increased expression of SLC7A11. 
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1.4.2 Glucocorticoid therapy in DBA treatment 

Although DBA was discovered a long time ago, there is no curative treatment available. DBA 

phenotype is usually treated with glucocorticosteroids (GC). This type of treatment is 

nonspecific, leading to GC resistance and a high risk of severe GCs site effects.  

1.4.2.1 Glucocorticosteroids 

Glucocorticosteroids (GC) are stress hormones produced in the adrenal cortex.  They regulate 

diverse cellular functions, including development, homeostasis, metabolism, cognition, and 

inflammation [101]. GCs are widely used as a treatment for many pathologies, from 

autoimmune syndromes to cancer [102]. GCs are also the first treatment option for DBA. 

Although GC has a wide range of applications, its use is limited by severe adverse effects, 

especially in long-term or high-dose therapies. These side effects include osteoporosis, skin 

atrophy, diabetes, abdominal obesity, glaucoma, cataracts, avascular necrosis and infection, 

growth retardation, and hypertension [103]. These adverse effects have a profound impact, 

especially on infants.  

Most GC effects are mediated by the glucocorticoid receptor (GCR), encoded by the NR3C1 

gene on chromosome 5. GCR is a ligand-activated transcription factor. In the inactive form, 

GCR is dominantly located in the cytoplasm in a complex with chaperone proteins and 

immunophilins [104]. Its conformation changes upon ligand binding. It gets disassociated from 

the complex and translocates to the nucleolus, where it binds to GCRe sequences and initiates 

the expression of target genes. Interestingly, GCR mediate expression is tissue-specific, and 

only a small portion of genes is activated in all tissues [105]. This is probably caused by tissue-

specific DNA methylation [106]. Furthermore, activated GCR can also interact with other 

proteins except for expression initiation. For example, it can modulate the kinase activity of 

several kinases [107] or regulate GATA1 during erythropoiesis [108]. 

Moreover, GCR has several isoforms [109] and is highly polymorphic [110]. This impacts body 

mass index, bone density or coronary artery diseases, the probability of developing diabetes 

II, and GC treatment outcome [111, 112]. This also applies to DBA. Surprisingly, variability of 

GCR seems to have no or minor impact on GCs treatment outcome in DBA [113]. But, it seems 

to modulate the onset of disease [113]. It was shown that particular SNPs (rs6196 and 

rs860457) in GCR result in the early onset of DBA which can be caused by modified GCs 

response during ontology [113]. 
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1.4.2.2 GCs and GATA1 

The impaired GATA1 protein level seems to be the primary defect in DBA RBC precursor cell 

function [114]. Therefore, one could propose that GCs could restore GATA1 translation and 

related signalling pathways and consequently increase erythrocyte precursors counts. 

Nevertheless, GCs do not increase GATA1 but deplete it. GCs inhibit GATA1 by transcriptional 

repression and direct interaction of GR with GATA1 [25]. GCs also decrease protein synthesis 

in cells through mTOR and subsequent S6 phosphatase inhibition [115]. This reduction affects 

the levels of HSP70 [116], a chaperone that protects GATA1 from caspase-3 degradation 

during erythropoiesis [71]. Therefore, we can conclude that GCs do not improve GATA1 status 

but further deplete it. 

GCs can promote erythropoiesis by two mechanisms to overcome GATA1 impairment. First, 

GCs can act before the CFU-E stage and increase the number of CFU-E precursors. Secondly, 

even though GCs do not rescue GATA1, they can regulate GATA1-related steps in 

erythropoiesis. In the following paragraphs, we will discuss these possibilities.  

1.4.2.3 Role of GCs in CFU-E precursors 

Stress erythropoiesis is caused by blood loss, oxygen deprivation, hemolytic anemia, or long-

term stress [117] (Fig. 2). This type of erythropoiesis leads to the rapid proliferation of RBC 

precursors driven by Epo and GCs [21]. Because DBA fulfils several criteria, we can hypothesize 

that stress erythropoiesis plays a crucial role in RBC development in DBA patients.  

When the body is under stress, cortisol, the body's GC, induces many physiological responses. 

One of them is erythropoietin produced in the kidney [118]. EPO stimulates CFU-E, and its 

primary target is GATA1  [119]. Due to GATA1 impairment, DBA is one of the few Epo-

insensitive anemias [120]; therefore, we can speculate that Epo induction via stress 

erythropoiesis probably does not lead to DBA phenotype improvement.  

GCs induce stress erythropoiesis directly by activating glucocorticosteroid receptors (GCR) and 

indirectly through Epo [121]. Activation of GR is conditional for stress erythropoiesis [121] and 

stimulates several transcription factors necessary for CFU-E precursor BFU-E proliferation, 

precisely, Myb, Kit, and Lmo2 [122]. Together with GATA1 inhibition, these transcription 

factors lead to the rapid proliferation of BFU-E. This induction is strictly specific to BFU-E cells 

and results in the expansion of CFU-E precursor up to 10-fold [123].  Increased BFU-E leads to 
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increased CFU-E, which, after Epo stimulation, results in rapid differentiation [117]. Thus, 

stress erythropoiesis leads to a significant increase in RBC number originating from one 

precursor cell. 

Furthermore, it seems that stress erythropoiesis impairment mediated by ZFP36L2 plays a 

crucial role mainly in RPL-related DBA, and its external stimulation by corticosteroid treatment 

may result in the restoration of this pathway [75]. 

 

Figure7: Scheme of stress erythropoiesis. 

1.4.2.4 Regulation of ribosomal stress and p53 

It was believed that apoptosis in DBA RBC precursors is caused by p53 induction via ribosomal 

stress [124]. This hypothesis was partially refuted since the haploinsufficiency of most RP does 

not lead to p53 stimulation via ribosomal stress [23]. Even though ribosomal stress and p53 

signalling are critical for normal erythropoiesis [125], the activation of p53 in DBA is most likely 

mediated by impaired metabolism and DNA damage [54, 126].  

It is difficult to elucidate the interplay between p53 and GCs. On the one hand, GCs decrease 

p53 levels [127], and on the other hand, increased p53, common in DBA cells, limits proper 

GSs receptor activation [128]. Nevertheless, GCs don't need to regulate p53 directly but 

indirectly by reducing p53 activation signals. Furthermore, we can speculate that this may be 

the main course of action of GCs in p53 signalling. 
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As mentioned above, except for ribosomal stress, p53 could be activated by HEM-mediated 

ROS production [91, 129]. Although it was reported that GCs reduce ROS species [130-132], 

their overall influence on ROS production is ambiguous [133]. Short-term GC usage reduces 

ROS, while long-term exposure leads to ROS induction [133]. Furthermore, increased ROS level 

was detected in DBA patients regardless of treatment [91], so we can assume that GCs-

mediated p53 regulation does not reflect ROS levels. The precise mechanism by which GCs 

modulate p53 levels in DBA is still elusive. Nevertheless, we can conclude that GCs treatment 

improves p53 status in DBA [134]. 

1.4.2.5 Regulation of enucleation through c-Myc 

As mentioned above, c-Myc plays a crucial role in RBC development. Its silencing is important 

for the enucleation step. c-Myc levels are deregulated in DBA, which probably leads DBA 

associated reticulocytopenia.  

GCs transcriptionally repress c-Myc expression [135], leading to cell cycle arrest but not 

apoptosis, necessary for proper RBCs differentiation [136]. In DBA, GCs may support 

enucleation during erythropoiesis and prevent reticulocytopenia by downregulating c-Myc.  

1.4.2.6 mTOR and autophagy 

Inhibition of mTOR by GCs is followed by autophagy, which was described in several cell types 

[137-139]. Therefore, a plausible hypothesis is that GCs may improve erythropoiesis by 

modulating mTOR and autophagy. The other important pathway is the inactivation of Akt 

signalling by GCs in DBA cells [86, 140]. Even though GCs mTOR inactivation may lead to a 

decreased proliferation of BFU-E and CFU-E [85],  stress-induced erythropoiesis may 

overcome this obstacle [70]. 

1.4.2.7 GCs resistance 

GCs resistance is common in almost all GCs-based therapies; DBA is no exception [141]. 

Multiple mechanisms may induce GCs resistance, and these mechanisms probably vary 

between patients [142]. GCR polymorphism, alternative splicing, or downregulation of GCR 

expression may also lead to GCR resistance [142].  GCs resistance in DBA is associated with 

p57 dysregulation [141]. The expression of p57 is directly induced by GCR responsive element 

promoter [143]. Therefore, more than one mechanism may play a role in the effect of GC 

resistance. 
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1.4.2.8 Other DBA treatment 

Besides GCs, the treatment of DBA is limited. Another treatment option is supplementation 

of patients with the amino acid L-leucite [88]. When GCs  or L-leucine fail, only treatment 

remains blood transfusion and chelation [49]. When also this treatment fails, a bone marrow 

transplant is the only option [49].   

 

 

Figure. 7: Scheme of corticosteroids effect on erythropoiesis in DBA. 

1.5 Bystin  

Bystin (Bysl) is encoded by BYSL gene localized on the 6p21.1 chromosome and is conserved 

across many eukaryotes [144]. Bysl was first identified as cytoplasmic protein, forming a 

complex with tropin and tastin and enabling embryonal implantation [145].  Furthermore, 
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Bystin was subsequently identified as a structural protein of the nucleolus [144]. The gene is 

conserved across species, highlighting its significance in cells biology [146]. 

Recent data show that Bysl plays an irreplaceable role in small ribosomal subunit biogenesis 

[147]. It is responsible for the final steps of 18S rRNA maturation, and bystin downregulation 

leads to the accumulation of pre-18S rRNA [146]. Furthermore, BYSL seems to be critical 

nucleolar structure protein. Its knockdown leads to aberrant nucleoli restoration after mitosis 

[148]. Like other factors involved in ribosome biogenesis and protein translation, Bysl is a 

direct c-Myc target gene [149] and its role in nucleolar integrity was revealed by the siRNA 

screen [150]. 

Moreover, increased levels of Bysl have been observed in several cancers and cancer cell lines 

[148, 151-153]. Its role seems quite significant, especially in glioma cells [154-156], which can 

be due to bystin’s ability to regulate mTOR and other signalling pathways [156, 157]. Based on 

existing literature we can hypothesize that up-regulated Bysl levels may lead to more rapid 

ribosome production and restoration of nucleolus after mitosis. 

Altogether, we conclude that BYSL is a relatively poorly studied nucleolar protein and may play 

various roles waiting to be explored and described. Therefore, it become one of my research 

interests.  
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2 Aims 

•  Investigate impact of anticancer treatment by oxaliplatin on nucleolar structure. 

• Determine impact of RPS7 V134F mutation on nucleolar structure and rRNA processing 

in clinical case of suspect DBA. 

• Explain the role of Bystin in Diamond Blackfan anemia and glucocorticoid-based 

therapies. 
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3 Experimental part 

3.1 Aberration of nucleoli structure caused by oxaliplatin 

3.1.1 Introduction 

Nucleolar structure reflects the cell state.  Xenobiotics or congenital defects can lead to 

aberration in nucleolar structure and impairment in ribosomal production. Here, we have 

investigated an impact of oxaliplatin on nucleolus structure to confirm its ability to induce 

ribosomal stress indicated by proteomic analysis of oxaliplatin treated cells. 

Oxaliplatin (L-OHP) belongs to the third generation of platinum-based chemotherapy. This 

drug is widely used to treat many types of cancer [158-160]. L-OHP is relatively nonspecific, 

and its interaction with nucleophiles, DNA, RNA, and proteins has been described [161]. To 

better elucidate the oxaliplatin mechanism of action, we performed a systematic proteomic 

analysis of the whole proteome of cells treated with L-OHP and discovered that a significant 

portion of deregulated protein after treatment belongs to the class of ribosomal proteins or 

proteins of the nucleolus (Appendix 1). To confirm the impact of L-OHP on nucleolar structure, 

we performed staining of nucleoli marker proteins and rRNA. Results indicate that oxaliplatin 

has a profound impact on nucleoli structure and therefore function. 

3.1.2 Methods 

3.1.2.1 Chemicals and antibodies, and lentiviral particles 

Unless stated otherwise, chemicals were obtained from the Merck company. Used antibodies 

were anti-NCL (ab52631, Abcam), anti-FBL (ab5821, Abcam), anti-rabbit Alexa fluor 488 

(A11017, Thermo Fisher Scientific), Origene (RPS7 (NM_001011), human ORF Clone 

Lentiviral Particles, RC209074L3V and Lentiviral Control Particles, PS100092V).  

3.1.2.2 Cell lines 

Cell lines were cultured in appropriate growth media supplemented with 10% fetal bovine 

serum and penicillin/streptomycin; and maintained at humidified, 5% CO2 atmosphere at 

37°C. Cell line U2OS (ATCC) was cultured in McCoy medium (Lonza). 
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3.1.2.3 Immunodetection 

The day before detection, cells were plated on cover glass or panels at an appropriate cell 

density. On the day of detection, cells were fixed with 4% formaldehyde for 15 minutes, 

washed with 1X PBST, and blocked for 45 minutes in a blocking buffer (5% FBS and 0,3%Triton 

X in 1XPBS). Cells were then rinsed in 1X PBST and incubated with the required primary 

antibody in blocking buffer overnight, washed in 1X PBST and incubated for one hour at RT 

with appropriate secondary antibody, washed in 1X PBST, and stained with Hoechst. Images 

were acquired using a Yokogawa CV7000 microscope (Yokogawa) and analyzed by Columbus 

Image Analysis System (PerkinElmer). 

3.1.2.4 rRNA fluorescent in-situ hybridisation 

Cells were seeded and fixed as described above and permeabilized by 70% ethanol at -20 °C 

overnight. Cells were washed twice in wash buffer (2 x SSC, 10% formamide), followed by 

hybridization at 37 °C for 4 hours in hybridization buffer (10% formamide, 2 x  SSC, 0.5 mg/mL 

tRNA, 10% dextran sulphate, 250 µg/ml BSA, 10 mM ribonucleoside vanadyl complexes and 

0.5 ng/µL 5`ITS1 probe: CCTCGCCCTCCGGGCTCCGTTAATGATC conjugated with cy5). 

Afterwards, samples were washed twice in preheated wash buffer at 37 °C and stained with 

Hoechst 33342 (62249, Thermo Scientific). The cells were examined using CV7000 Voyager 

Cell High throughput cellular imaging and discovery system (Yokogawa). Image quantification 

was calculated as a corrected spot intensity in the nucleolus by the Columbus software version  

3.1.3 Results 

3.1.3.1 Nucleoli structure at protein level 

Cells treated with L-OHP show a markedly different distribution of nucleoli marker proteins 

compared to control cells. More specifically, FBL, which is generally concentrated in DFC and 

participates in rRNA transcription, is after L-OHP treatment concentrated in so-called 

nucleolar caps (Fig. 8). On the other hand, NCL, which is concentrated in the granular 

component of nucleoli, is after L-OHP treatment released into the nucleoplasm (Fig. 8).  
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Figure 8: Impact of L-OHP on structural proteins of nucleoli. 

3.1.3.1.1 rRNA aberration 

rRNA in situ hybridization is a method that stains the amount of non-processed rRNA in the 

nucleolus. After L-OHP treatment, we detected a massive drop in rRNA amount in the 

nucleolus (Fig. 9), confirming a major insult to ribosome production.  

 

 

Figure 9: Impact of L-OHP on rRNA amount in the nucleolus. 

3.1.4 Discussion 

Ribosomal production is fundamental for the proliferation and survival of cells. Because a 

significant portion of this machinery is localized in the nucleolus, its structure and proper 

function are directly linked to ribosome biogenesis. Any internal or external insult may lead to 

the crippling of ribosome production machinery. 
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We show that the primary treatment by L-OHP impacts nucleolar structure and function. Not 

only that the proteomics study showed the deregulation of ribosome production machinery, 

but experiments on cells showed that L-OHP has a profound effect on the localization of 

nucleolar marker proteins, but we also show that L-OHP leads to inhibition of rRNA 

production. Furthermore, a recent report provides evidence that L-OHP causes cell death 

through a nucleolar stress response rather than through the DNA damage pathways long 

considered operative for cisplatin [162]. This finding leads to a growing picture that while both 

compounds form lesions on DNA and other biomolecules, oxaliplatin acts primarily through 

an impact on the nucleolus [163].     

3.2 Impact of mutation V134F in RPS7 on nucleoli structure and rRNA processing 

Diamond-Blackfan anemia (DBA) is a rare congenital red cell aplasia with causative mutations 

in genes encoding ribosomal proteins (RPs) [164]. Using NGS we detected RPS7 mutation in 

clinical DBA case (Apendix 2).  This variant was discovered in one family suffering from DBA 

[164]. To better understand the pathophysiology of mutated RPS7 protein, we evaluated its 

impact on the CRISPR model of the given variant (Appendix 2). Part of this evaluation was also 

the investigation of nucleolar morphology by rRNA fluorescent in-situ hybridization. 

3.2.1 Methods 

All methods and materials were described in methodology 2, except for the northern blot 

method, which is described below. 

3.2.1.1 Northern blotting 

Pre-rRNA species were analyzed by northern blotting. 10 μg of total RNA were mixed with 1 

volume of loading buffer (50% formamide, 0.06% formaldehyde, 10% glycerol, 0.05% 

bromophenol blue in 1x MOPS buffer) and separated on a 2% agarose gel in the presence of 

MOPS buffer (20mM MOPS, 5mM sodium acetate, 2mM EDTA, pH 7.0) containing 2% 

formaldehyde, and run in 1 x MOPS buffer at 23 V overnight at 4 °C. RNAs were then 

transferred to a nylon membrane (Amersham Hybond-N+, GE Healthcare, USA). After fixation 

by UV-crosslinking, the membranes were pre-hybridized for 1 h at 45 °C in DIG Easy Hyb 

(DIG Northern Starter Kit, Roche, Switzerland). The digoxigenin-labeled oligodeoxynucleotide 
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probe was then added and incubated overnight at 45 °C. The probes used in this study were: 

5´ITS1 (5´-CCTCGCCCTCCGGGCTCCGTTAATGATC-3´), ITS2b (5´-

CTGCGAGGGAACCCCCAGCCGCGCA-3´), ITS2d/e (5´-

GCGCGACGGCGGACGACACCGCGGCGTC-3´) (Generi Biotech, Czech Republic) [23]. 

For detection of ITS2, probes ITS2b and ITS2d/e were mixed in equal amounts. After probes 

hybridization took place, the stringency washes followed. Firstly, two times for 5 min at room 

temperature in 2 x SSC (0.15 M NaCl, 15 mM sodium citrate, pH 7.0) containing 0.1% SDS 

and twice for 15 min in 0.25 x SSC with SDS 0.1%. Before the blocking step, the membranes 

were briefly washed in washing buffer (0.1 M Maleic acid, 0.15 M NaCl, 0.3% Tween 20, pH 

7.5), then blocked in blocking solution for 30 min and incubated with the anti-digoxigenin-AP 

antibody (both DIG Northern Starter Kit, Roche, Switzerland) for 1 hour at room temperature. 

Unbound antibodies were removed by two washing steps for 15 min in a washing buffer. Before 

measurement of the chemiluminescence signal, membranes were equilibrated for 5 min at 

detection buffer (0.1 M Tris-HCl, 0.1 M NaCl, pH 9.5), then the CDP-Star substrate was added 

and the signals were acquired by the ChemiDoc MP Documentation system (Bio-Rad, USA). 

3.2.2 Results 

The V134F mutation in RPS7 leads to a significant accumulation of pre-rRNA in the nucleolus 

(Fig. 10a, b). This highlights the importance of WT RPS7 during rRNA processing. Next, we 

performed a northern blot to prove that aberration in RPS7 leads to defects in rRNA processing 

and accumulation of non-processed rRNA.  Norther blot of pre-rRNA revealed that V134F RPS7 

results in accumulation of 18S rRNA precursor, more specifically, 26S rRNA and c-18S rRNA, 

same as in patient and was reverted by transduction by RPS7 WT lentivirus (Fig. 10c, d). 
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Figure 10: Detection of pre-ribosomal RNA by FISH and Northern blotting in the RPS7-WT and RPS7-mut cell lines. 

(A) From the left: cell nuclei stained with Hoechst 33342, localization of pre-rRNA using an ITS1 probe, merge. 

(B) Statistical analysis of pre-rRNA levels in nucleoli (mean corrected spot intensity per nucleolus). (C) Detection 

of pre-rRNA species in RPS7-WT and RPS7-mut cell lines by Northern blotting. (D) RPS7 p.V134F phenotype was 

reversed by transduction of RPS7-WT and RPS7-mut cell lines with control and RPS7 WT lentiviruses. And a 

comparison of rRNA maturation profiles (ITS1 probe) of the patient´s sister carrying identical. 
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3.2.3 Discussion 

Here we show that congenital variant V134F in the RPS7 gene affects the processing of 18S 

rRNA precursors. Although the role of RPS7 in ribosome biogenesis is well established [23], we 

were wondering if the change only in one amino acid can lead to significant changes in nucleoli 

structure. Indeed, our results supports this hypothesis. Furthermore, in situ rRNA 

hybridization is cheap, quick, and carries fewer critical points than standardly used northern 

blots and could be easily used for diagnostics of ribosomal disorders. Here, we prove that the 

accumulation of non-processed rRNA in the nucleolus can serve as a validation parameter for 

the DBA phenotype.      

3.3 Bysl drives Diamond Blackfan Anemia via c-Myc regulation 

Although RPL11 is commonly mutated in DBA patients [165, 166], deletion of one whole allele 

of RPL11 should be incompatible with successful embryogenesis [33], yet we discovered one 

patient with single RPL11 allele deletion in our cohort with mild DBA phenotype. This clinical 

observation together with existing animal data on RPL11-/+ mice suggested the presence of 

disease modifier gene(s) supressing otherwise lethal disease phenotype. Therefore we have 

preformed whole exome sequencing (WES) of the patient and discovered an interesting non-

sense mutation in nucleoli structure protein BYSL [144]. Further study revealed that mutated 

BYSL normalizes RPL11 deregulated c-Myc activity. 

As mentioned above, the treatment opportunities for DBA patients are limited. The most 

common approach is glucocorticosteroids therapy which has severe side effects, especially in 

infants. GCs have been used for DBA treatment since 50´, but their mechanism of action 

remains unclear [120]. Although many theories have been proposed, none seem fully explains 

pharmacological mechanism of action (for more details see appendix 3). More interestingly, 

GCs are also used as a treatment for many cancers, many of which are c-Myc driven [167]. 

Although some articles suggest that GCs can regulate mRNA c-Myc levels in leukaemias [135], 

we suggest in this work that GCs may also regulate c-Myc protein levels through BYSL GCs 

interaction.  
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In this study, we have explored BYSL as a potential new promising target for DBA and c-Myc-

driven cancers using an extensive range of experimental techniques. Apart from identification 

c-Myc protein as direct BYSL partner, we also identified and experimentally confirmed binding 

of dexamethasone, the most frequent therapy for DBA to BYSL, thus preventing BYSL-c-Myc 

interaction and enabling c-Myc protein degradation via ubiquitin independent mechanisms. 

Herein, the bystin was for the first time identified as disease modifier gene for c-Myc 

dependent pathologies and a potential target for novel therapies avoiding GCs side effects.  

3.3.1 Methods 

3.3.1.1 Chemicals and antibodies 

Unless stated otherwise, chemicals were obtained from the Merck company. Used antibodies 

were: anti-BYSL - N-terminal (ab194961, Abcam), anti-BYSL-middle (HPA031217, Merck), anti-

BYSL-C-terminal (ab251811, Abcam), anti-c-Myc (ab32072, Abcam), anti-NMP1 (ab52631, 

Abcam), anti-actin (A2228, Abcam), anti-RPL11(18163S, CST), ani-p53 (ab154036, Abcam), 

anti-p21 (2947S, CST), anti-CD71 (11-0711-81, Thermo fisher scientific), anti-Ter116 (15-5921-

81, Thermo fisher scientific), anti-OAZ2 (ab32072, Abcam), anti-GCR (18163S, Abcam), anti-

mice HRP (A2304, Roche), anti-rabbit (A0545 Thermo fisher scientific), anti-rabbit Alexa fluor 

568 (A11036, Thermo fisher scientific), anti-mice Alexa fluor 488 (A11017, Thermo fisher 

scientific).  

3.3.1.2 Exome sequencing and analysis 

DNA was isolated from blood samples using a Magcore isolation station (RBC bioscience). The 

sequencing library was prepared by Nextera Rapid Capture Exome and Expanded Exome 

Enrichment Kit (Illumina) according to the Nextera Rapid Capture Enrichment Guide (version 

November 2013, Illumina). Obtained data were aligned to hg19 by the BWA algorithm[168] 

and further processed by SAMtools [169]. The Mpileup algorithm of the SAMtools package 

was used for variant calling, followed by annotation by ANNOVAR [170]. From the resulting 

list, variants in gene-related to the nucleolus and ribosomal stress were extracted to select 

the final candidate gene. 

3.3.1.3 Array GCH 

Was performed by Josef Srovnal M.D., PhD. CNVs were tested using single nucleotide 

polymorphism (SNP) array for comparative genomic hybridization. A Cytoscan HD instrument 
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(Affymetrix) was used for SNP aCGH analysis according to the manufacturer’s protocols. The 

CHAS v1.2.2 program (Affymetrix) was used to call CNVs.  

3.3.1.4 cDNA generation and RT-PCR 

RNA was isolated from blood samples or cell lines by the Trizol method. Following reverse 

transcription was performed using random primers (Thermo fisher scientific) and reverse 

transcriptase (Thermo fisher scientific). RT-PCR was performed using primers for bystin 

AGGAGAAGCGGAGGAAGAGTATG and GTCATTGTGGCAGCCTTCTCC or c-myc 

TAGTGGAAAACCAGCAGCCT and GGTGTGACCGCAACGTAGG and analyzed on a Light cycler 

480 (Roche). 

3.3.1.5 Sanger sequencing 

Amplicon for sequencing was obtained from the family members’ cDNA using specific primers 

ATCCTGGCCTTTCTTCAGTCC and AGTCACCAACGGGGGTCTTG for the seventh exon of the BYSL 

gene. The amplicon was sent to SEQme company (Czech Republic) for sequencing. The result 

was then analysed in Chromas software (Technelysium). 

3.3.1.6 Plasmid generation 

PCR products for plasmid generation were obtained from patient cDNA using specific primers 

AGGTCCCTGGGGAATACCAT and GCTTGGAGATCAAGGGAGGTG for BYSL transcripts. For the 

construction of the untagged BYSL plasmid, TOPOTA cloning kit (K490001, Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) was used. The inserted DNA was then analysed by sequencing, and BYSL WT and 

BYSL mutants were selected. 

3.3.1.7 Cell lines and transfection 

Cell lines were cultured in appropriate growth media supplemented with 10% foetal bovine 

serum and penicillin/streptomycin; and maintained at humidified, 5% CO2 atmosphere at 

37°C. Cell line U2OS (ATCC) was cultured in McCoy medium (Lonza), and cell line K562 (ATCC) 

was cultured in Iscove's Modified Dulbecco's medium (Lonza). 

Plasmid transfections into U2OS cells was performed using X-tremegene 9 (6365779001, 

Merck). For siRNA-mediated knockdown, appropriate siRNA (Origene) and jet prime (Polyplus 

transfection) were used. For both transfection and siRNA-mediated knockdown of K562, a 
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Neon electroporation system (Merck) was employed. Every transfection was performed 

according to the manufacturer’s guidelines. 

3.3.1.8 Immunoprecipitation 

For immunoprecipitation, 5x106 cells were lysed for 30 minutes in RIPA buffer (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) supplemented with phosphatase and protease inhibitors (Roche), then centrifuged, 

and the supernatant was collected. Immunoprecipitation was performed by anti-c-Myc 

magnetic beads (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer's protocol. 

3.3.1.9 Western blot analysis 

Samples were separated on SDS-page, transferred to PVDF membrane, blocked in blocking 

solution (37516, Thermo Fisher Scientific), incubated with required primary antibody 

overnight at 4°C, and washed in Tris buffered saline with 0.1% Tween (TBST) and incubated 

with appropriate secondary antibody in 5% BSA for 1 hour. Results were then visualized using 

Immobilon Forte Western HRP substrate (Merc) on the Odyssey FC instrument (Li-Cor). Band 

intensities were quantified using Li-cor software (Li-Cor). 

3.3.1.10 Immunofluorescence analysis 

The day before detection, cells were plated to 60-80% confluence on microscopic cover glass 

or plates and treated, eventually. 24 hours after incubation, cells were fixed with 4% 

formaldehyde for 15 minutes, washed with 1X Phosphate Buffered Saline with 0.1% tween 20 

(PBST), and blocked for 45 minutes in a blocking buffer (5% FBS and 0,3%Triton X in 1XPBS). 

Cells were then rinsed in 1X PBST and incubated with the required primary antibody in 

blocking buffer overnight, washed in 1X PBST and incubated for one hour in RT with 

appropriate secondary antibody, washed in 1X PBST, and counterstained with Hoechst 33342. 

Photographs were taken by Yokogawa CV7000 confocal microscope (Yokogawa) and analysed 

by Columbus Image Analysis System (PerkinElmer). 

3.3.1.11 Erythropoiesis differentiation analysis by flow cytometry 

K562 cells were treated with 50 M hemine and dexamethasone at in 10 M concentration 

one day after transfection. Cells were processed after 3 days of incubation. For flow cytometry 

studies, cells were washed and fixed with Cellfix (BD) and labelled using CD71 (20438801, 

Thermo Fisher Scientific) and Ter119 (1953012, Thermo Fisher Scientific) antibodies in 
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Cellwash (BD Biosciences). After 30 min incubation with antibodies, cells were washed by PBS, 

stained with 10 nM Hoechst 33342 in PBS for 10 minutes, and then measured using a FACSAria 

II flow cytometer (BD Bioscences). First, the intact cells were gated from FCS/SSC dot-plot (not 

shown). Finally, the Ter119 positive cell population was brought to Hoechst histogram, and 

enucleated reticulocytes were quantified. At least 1x104 cells have been acquired for each 

sample.  

3.3.1.12 Benzidine staining 

Differentiated, control and treated K562 cells were cytocentrifuged on glass slides using Cyto-

track (Sakura), fixed for 5 minutes in ice-cold methanol, and dried. Vizualization of 

haemoglobin production was performed using benzidine staining (20 g/ml) in water with 2% 

H2O2 for 2 hours in dark. This was followed by a wash in PBS and counterstaining with 1:20 

Giemsa solution for 2 minutes in room temperature. After the final wash in PBS, cells were 

visualized by Zeiss LAB.A1 microscope (Zeiss) and images were processed in Zen software 

(Zeiss). 

3.3.1.13 Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC) 

ITC was operated by my colleague Martina Medvedikova, M.Sc. ITC experiments were 

performed at 25 °C with a Nano ITC Low Volume (TA Instruments). During all measurements, 

injections of 2.5 µL of ligand (6 µM) were titrated into 250 µL protein (0.74 µM) with time 

intervals of 300 s, a stirring speed of 250 rpm.  All ITC experiments were conducted with 

degassed buffered solutions 25 mM HEPES buffer, pH 7.4, in the presence of 1% DMSO. 

The resulting thermograms were analysed using the independent model of the NanoAnalyze 

Software. ITC is a straightforward method for measuring not only the binding affinity constant 

(K) and binding stoichiometry (n), but also enthalpy of binding (ΔH) that occur throughout a 

reaction in solution, and the entropy changes (ΔS), was calculated from the equation  

ΔG = – R·T·lnKa = ΔH – TΔS.  
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3.3.1.14 In silico modelling 

Thus part was performed by Olena Mokshyna, Ph.D. For all molecular docking studies, we 

employed the PLANTS [171] software both for blind docking and for docking into a particular 

binding site. 

3.3.1.15 Statistics  

All experiments were performed in triplicates, and the data were analysed by ANOVA or t-test 

method using Graphpad software (Prism). 

3.3.2 Results 

3.3.2.1 BYSL mutant compensates RPL11 depletion 

In one patient from our DBA cohort, a small deletion in the 1p36.11-1p36.12 area (Fig. 1a) was 

detected by array GCH (comparative genome hybridization). This area includes the RPL11 

gene. Mutations in this gene are known to cause DBA, and deletion of this gene was previously 

reported [165, 166, 172]. Surprisingly, it was shown that deletion of single RPL11 allele is 

embryonically lethal in mice [33]. 

 In subsequent WES analysis, we detected non-sense mutation R343X in the gene coding BYSL 

protein. We subjected the whole patient’s family to Sanger sequencing, and have discovered 

that silent carriers of this mutation are the mother and the brother, but with no clinical 

symptomatology (Fig. 1b). Unexpectedly, when we performed protein analysis of family 

members, we detected the mutated short version of BYSL protein only in the patient but not 

in her mother or brother (Fig. 1c).  

Additionally, we have studied the profile of selected proteins commonly deregulated in DBA 

and known to effect erythropoiesis to better understand the suppressive effect of mutant 

BYSL protein on DBA phenotype. Interestingly, the major difference observed after 

transfection of mutant bysl gene into U2OS cells was downregulation of c-Myc protein (Fig. 

1d).  

The major phenotype of DBA is a defect in erythropoiesis leading to reticulocytopenia [49], 

which means that during differentiation, pro-erythroblasts fail to exclude nucleolus. 

Reticulocytopenia is directly connected with c-Myc deregulation, inability of cells to supress 

c-Myc activity results in inefficient enucleation process [96]. To test whether mutated BYSL 

balances the RPL11 deficient DBA phenotype via regulation of c-Myc, we induced erythrocyte 
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differentiation in the K562 cell line by hemin [173] and analysed the impact of mutant BYSL 

on enucleation. As expected, the knockdown of RPL11 resulted in a drop in the number of cells 

with decreased DNA levels corresponding to enucleation failure. In contrast, mutant BYSL 

improves the number of RPL11 deficient (Fig. 11efg). 

Our finding that mutant BYSL normalizes the c-Myc expression in RPL11 deficient cells may 

explain the mild erythropoietic phenotype in our patient and suggest bystin as a novel disease 

phenotype modifying gene in DBA. Based on our data we can also hypothesize BYSL may play 

broader and more important role in regulation of c-Myc dependent transcriptional activity in 

normal or cancer cells. 

 

Figure 11: BYSL mutant protein compensates RPL11 depletion: A) Array CGH showed that our DBA patient was 

diagnosed with deletion on the first chromosome, including the RPL11 gene, B) Sanger sequencing of BYSL cDNA 

showed that patient,her mother and brother are carriers of mutant BYSL R343X, C) Western blot shows only the 

patient expresses mutant (truncated) BYSL protein,  D) combination of mutant BYSL and RPL11 knockdown leads 

to normalization of c-Myc expression, E) combination of mutant BYSL and RPL11 knockdown leads to 

improvement of hemin induced erythroid differentiation of K562 cells, F) combination of mutant BYSL and RPL11 
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knockdown results in significantly increased number of Ter119+, CD71+, and Hoechst- cells compared to RPL11 

knockdown alone, G) benzidine staining of hemoglobin producing differentiated cells showed combination of 

mutantBYSL and RPL11 knockdown leads to normalization of differentiation in hemin treated K562 cells.  

 

3.3.2.2 BYSL regulates c-Myc through OAZ2 mediated proteasomal degradation 

To better understand BYSL's role in c-Myc regulation, we used the BYSL knockdown model. 

This simple experiment revealed that siRNA knockdown of BYSL results in a decrease of c-Myc 

protein (Fig. 12a). Gene versus protein expression analysis of c-Myc in cells transfected with 

BYSL siRNA versus scrambled siRNA revealed both mRNA and protein levels are affected, 

however the decrease of protein levels was more significant (Fig. 12b).  

 

Fig. 12: BYSL regulates c-Myc predominantly on protein level: A) knock-down of BYSL leads to the distinct 

decrease of c-Myc protein level, B) knock-down of BYSL leads to more significant downregulation of c-Myc 

protein levels compared to mRNA levels, C) ubiquitination inhibitor PYR41 does not normalize protein c-Myc 

level upon BYSL knock-down compared to proteasome inhibitor bortezomib (BZ), D) knock-down of OAZ2 

normalizes protein c-Myc levels in BYSL down-regulated U2OS cells, E) c-Myc translocate to the nucleolus 

(counterstained with anti-NMP1) of BYSL knock-down cells, F) translocation of c-Myc to the nucleolus is 

significantly increased in BYSL knock-down cells treated with bortezomib. 

Because c-Myc is well known target of ubiquitin-dependent proteasome degradation, we 

inhibited proteasome by bortezomib and ubiquitination by PYR 41. Interestingly, results 

showed that although bortezomib increases c-Myc protein level in both control and BYSL 
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siRNA cells, PYR41 increases c-Myc protein level only in control cells (Fig. 12c). Furthermore, 

we noticed that upon BYSL siRNA, the c-Myc signal concentrates in the nucleolus compared 

to the control (Fig. 12e). C-Myc localization in the nucleolus was higher in BYSL siRNA cells, 

and the difference was significant when cells were treated with bortezomib (Fig. 12f).  Those 

results cumulatively indicate BYSL mediated ubiquitin independent proteasome degradation 

of c-Myc in the nucleolus [174], which is a known space for c-Myc degradation. Recently, the 

novel ubiquitin-independent proteasome degradation mediator ornithine decarboxylase 

antizyme 2 (OAZ2) was described [175]. To test whether OAZ2 is involved in c-Myc degradation 

mediated via BYSL, we performed a double knockdown of BYSL and OAZ2. Results show that 

single OAZ2 knockdown of U2OS cells leads to slight increase in c-Myc level, but double 

knockdown results in high increase in c-Myc signal compared to BYSL knockdown alone (Fig. 

12d). From all those observations, we conclude BYSL regulates c-Myc on protein levels via 

OAZ2 mediated proteasomal degradation. 

3.3.2.3 BYSL is a target during glucocorticosteroid treatment in DBA 

Because we assumed that BYSL improves DBA phenotype via c-Myc regulation, and since 

glucocorticosteroids (GCs) are a standard treatment available for DBA patients, however with 

an unknown mechanism of action [176], we tested effect of GCs on c-Myc and BYSL expression 

and function. In older publications, corticosteroids were reported to decrease c-Myc mRNA 

levels in leukemia cells [135]. We used dexamethasone as GCs representative on U2OS cells 

and did not observe any decrease in c-Myc mRNA level (Fig. 13b). Although corticosteroids did 

not reduce c-Myc mRNA level, on contrary it was increased 24 hours post treatment, we 

detected significant decrease in c-Myc protein level (Fig. 13a). One of the possibilities was that 

dexamethasone binds to the BYSL protein and mimicks (inhibits) its ability to bind and protect 

c-Myc from degradation. Indeed, hypothesis was independently confirmed by both ITC 

indicating specific binding of dexamethasone to recombinant BYSL protein (Fig. 13c) and 

molecular dynamic modelling on BYSL interaction with dexamethasone scaffold (Fig. 13de). 

Interestingly, the putative binding site of dexamethasone on BYSL was localized on C-terminal 

part of the protein, which is absent in BYSL mutant identified in our DBA patient, thus 

indirectly confirming the importance of BYSL C-terminus for c-Myc interaction.  

Direct evidence that dexamethasone regulates c-Myc through BYSL came from 

immunoprecipitation experiments of cells (un)treated with dexamethasone. After 24 hours, 
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dexamethasone significantly decreased the amount of BYSL bound to c-Myc and subsequently 

increased its binding to OAZ2 (Fig. 13f-h). This observation together with isothermal 

calorimetry and molecular dynamic data indicate dexamethasone binds to BYSL in the c-Myc 

binding site and prevents interaction of both proteins, thus targeting c-Myc to OAZ2 

dependent proteasomal degradation.  

Fig.13: Corticosteroid dexamethasone directly interacts with BYSL, prevents BYSL-c-Myc interaction, thus 

targeting c-Myc to OAZ2 dependent degradation: A) DEX induced reduction of c-Myc protein levels is not due 

to decreased c-Myc gene transcription B) Dexamethasone (DEX) treatment of U2OS cells results in reduced c-

Myc protein levels, C) ITC results indicate direct dexamethasone binding to BYSL, D) BYSL structure after replica 

exchange with binding sites detected by DeepSite, E) two stable binding poses of dexamethasone around 

ARG372, F), G), H) c-Myc immunoprecipitation experiments indicate reduced binding of BYSL to c-Myc and 

increased association with OAZ2 upon 24-hour treatment with DEX. 

3.3.3 Discussion 

Rare diseases are great models for basic molecular mechanisms studies[177]. DBA arises from 

RPs aberrations and helps us understand the roles of RPs beyond ribosome building blocks 

and to reveal the importance of RPs as stress detectors and regulators [31, 125, 178]. 
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Furthermore, a novel expression regulation mechanism with great impact in cell biology was 

discovered exploiting DBA models – specialized ribosomes [45]. 

RPL11 alteration is known cause of DBA [165]. Moreover, RPL11 and RPL5 are superior to other 

RPs in ribosomal stress signalling capability [23]. It was shown that the loss of one allele of 

RPL11 led to failure in embryogenesis [33]. Interestingly, we diagnosed one patient with 

deletion of the whole RPL11 locus in our DBA registry.  That led us to the hypothesis that some 

variants in other disease modifying genes may compensate for the RPL11 deficiency and lead 

to successful in-utero development of the patient and relatively mild form of DBA. We 

analysed WES data and found an interesting nonsense mutation in the BYSL gene, which 

results in expression of C-terminus truncated protein. Furthermore, although this variant was 

detected on mRNA in asymptomatic patient´s family members with normal RPL11 status, 

aberrated BYSL protein was expressed only in the DBA patient. Further experiments revealed 

that RPL11 depletion stabilizes BYSL mutated protein.  

When we searched for the mechanism of DBA phenotype modification mediated by mutant 

BYSL, found C-terminus truncated BYSL compensated RPL11 mediated c-Myc upregulation. 

Furthermore, mutant BYSL significantly improved hemin induced erythroid differentiation 

K562 cells. The fact that mutated BYSL leads to c-Myc downregulation and erythropoiesis 

improvement suggests BYSL as the first DBA phenotype modifying gene. 

In general, BYSL is a poorly understood structural protein of the nucleolus[144]. The nucleolus 

is known to play a key role in c-Myc turnover [174], and some nucleolar proteins regulate c-

Myc to control ribosome production [174]. Moreover, nucleolus also controls c-Myc 

compartmentalization and degradation by  proteasome [174]. As mutat BYSL controlled c-Myc 

protein levels in our model of RPL11 deficient cells, we further explored the relationship 

between c-Myc and BYSL. We discovered BYSL regulates c-Myc protein levels via ubiquitin-

independent proteasomal mediated degradation in nucleolus mediated by OAZ2 [175]. Thus, 

our data also highlight BYSL as a novel modulator of c-Myc and putative target for novel 

therapies targeting c-Myc-dependent pathologies across several disorders, including cancer.  

GCs are used to treat numerous disorders, including DBA [49] and cancers [120]. Because GCs 

regulate a broad range of cellular responses, their mechanism of action in individual 

pathologies remain poorly understood. Here we show that dexamethasone, one of the most 
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frequently used GCs in the clinic, binds to BYSL protein C- terminus, which is truncated in our 

RPL11 deficient DBA patient. Binding of DEX prevents protective interaction of BYSL and c-

Myc, which is in turn subjected to OAZ2 mediated proteasomal degradation.  We can assume 

that GCs may via binding to bystin regulate c-Myc level during the process of erythropoiesis 

and facilitate enucleation of DBA erythroid progenitors. Our research elucidates the 

mechanism of action of GCs in DBA and highlights BYSL as an interesting target for treatment 

of DBA patients and other c-Myc related disorders.    

Altogether, we propose a new target to mitigate phenotypes connected with deregulated 

oncogene c-Myc. Importantly, c-Myc is a so-called undruggable target protein because of its 

structure [179]. Therefore, finding its targetable regulators may lead to discovery new 

therapeutic opportunities for other disorders. For example, GCs are used nowadays to treat a 

broad range of c-Myc-driven cancers [167]. The precise mechanism of action of GCs in these 

cancers is not fully understood [167], but our work suggests GCs may indirectly regulate c-Myc 

via inhibition of interaction with BYSL.  

4 Conclusion 

In this work, we focused on the role of the nucleolus in the cell. We explored its structure, 

nucleolar stress induction, and ribosomal disorders known to affect structure and function of 

the nucleolus. We have specifically focused on DBA, which is congenital rare anemia 

originating in ribosomal protein aberration, and the role of glucocorticosteroids in the disease 

management.      

In the experimental part, we evaluated the impact of L-OHP and V134F RPS7 mutation on the 

structure of nucleoli. We revealed that both conditions impact structure, rRNA production or 

processing, and ribosome biogenesis. 

Next, we identified Bystin as the first disease-modifying gene in DBA. Furthermore, we 

determined that BYSL modulates DBA pathology through direct interaction with c-Myc and 

regulation c-Myc protein stability. We also proved that BYSL is molecular target during 

dexamethasone treatment of DBA. We have employed various in silico modelling methods, 

physical and biochemical techniques to validate BYSL interaction with dexamethasone. Future 

studies should evaluate the role of BYSL in modulation of DBA pathologies other than caused 

by RPL11 deficiency and develop small molecular inhibitors of BYSL and c-Myc interaction 
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lacking corticosteroid side effects to improve erythroid differentiation and decrease cancer 

risk in DBA patients. 
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5 List of important abbreviations 

5S RNP -5S ribonucleoprotein 

BFU-E – burst forming unit-erythroid 

CFU-E -  colony-forming unit-erythroid 

DBA – Diamond Blackfan anemia 

DFC - dense fibrillary center 

FC - fibrillar centers 

GC – glucocrticosteroid  

Gc – granular component 

GCR – glucocrticosteroid receptor 

ICA - isolated congenital asplenia 

L-OHP - oxaliplatin 

NOR - nucleolus organizer region 

RBC – red blood cells 

rDNA – ribosomal DNA 

RP – ribosomal protein 

RPL – ribosomal protein of large subunit 

RPS - ribosomal protein of large subunit 

rRNA – ribosomal RNA 

ROS – reactive oxidative species 

WT – wild type 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hematopoietic_stem_cell#Colony-forming_units
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